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SaaS-based Online Proctoring, Here to Stay!

We are now in the post-pandemic era with 
businesses and organizations slowly transitioning 
back to physical spaces. However, the world saw the 
opportunity and power of online learning and 
assessments, including the advantages of online 
proctoring, and we think it is here to stay.

Read More

A Tactical Guide For Transitioning from
Paper-based to Online Testing

So, you’ve recently purchased an Online Testing
Platform that you hope will enable you to transition
your organization from paper-based testing to online
testing. What next?

Read More

Company Updates

Strengthening Our Presence

Visit Us

Redefining the learning strategies for one of the specialized agencies of the United Nations.

Renewed commitment to leading banking organizations in the Middle East for their content
requirements and expanding our regional presence by providing assessment solutions to leading
universities in the region. 

Establishing our presence in the European region through renewed commitments to providing content
services to a global conglomerate and medical tech company situated in the area.

22 years of Excellence in Education

Marking the camaraderie and unity of all our institutions, we celebrated Excel Foundation Day. With over
22 years in the industry, Excelsoft is committed to its customer-centric approach and continuous learning,
which has helped us provide innovative solutions to our 200+ happy customers spread across 25+
countries.

Case Studies

Excelsoft partners with TAEC to provide an award- winning online testing solution for Mexico’s Pension
Fund Administrators for improved exam integrity.

Read More

Certifications

Excelsoft Saras Test and Assessment is now Cyber Essential Plus(CE+) certified. Cyber Essentials Plus
is a UK government-backed framework supported by the NCSC (National Cyber Security Centre). It sets

out five basic security controls that can protect organizations against 80% of common cyber-attacks.
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